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ABSTRACT
Scene text detection from video as well as natural scene images is challenging due to the variations in
background, contrast, text type, font type, font size, and so on. Besides, arbitrary orientations of texts with multiscripts add more complexity to the problem. The proposed approach introduces a new idea of convolving
Laplacian with wavelet sub-bands at different levels in the frequency domain for enhancing low resolution text
pixels. Then, the results obtained from different sub-bands (spectral) are fused for detecting candidate text
pixels. We explore maxima stable extreme regions along with stroke width transform for detecting candidate
text regions. Text alignment is done based on the distance between the nearest neighbour clusters of candidate
text regions. In addition, the approach presents a new symmetry driven nearest neighbour for restoring full text
lines.

KEYWORDS: Text detection, character recognition, text extraction, scene image, text alignment, stroke width
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the advances in multimedia technology, content based indexing and text extraction in images
plays a major role. It contains different contents in it such as caption, text, scene etc. Among all the
contents of the image text is found to be one of the most important features to understand the image
contents. Text in images can be used as indexing purpose, document processing [1,2],video content
summary[3-5],video retrieval[6]and video understanding[7].The text information can be extracted in
two stages: Text detection and text recognition. Text detection detects the text regions as external
regions of an image and text recognition retrieves the text information from these external
regions[8].Text extraction from images have many useful applications in document analysis, detection
of vehicle license plate, diagrams, maps, charts etc. Key word based image searching, content based
retrieval, name plates street signs text based video indexing and document retrieving etc. Images can
be broadly classified into document images, caption text images and Scene text images. A document
image usually contain text and few graphical components. These are acquired by scanning journal,
printed document, degraded document images, handwritten document and book cover etc. Caption
text is also known as overlay text which is artificially superimposed on the video/image at the time of
editing and it describes the content of the image/video .Scene text appears within the scene which is
then captured by the recording device i.e. text is present in the scene when the image or video is shot.
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Retrieving the contents from images is very challenging because when extracting text with variation
in fonts, size, color, alignment, orientation, illumination and back ground .Problem of text extraction
is very difficult because of these deviations.

II.

RELATED WORK

For text detection in images a large number of approaches have been developed, which are classified
into two categories: Region base d approaches and texture based approaches.
1. Region based approaches: Region based methods use the properties of the color or gray scale in a
text region or their differences with the corresponding properties of the back ground. This method
uses a bottom up approach by grouping small components into larger components until all regions are
identified in the image. A geometric analysis is needed to merge text components using spatial
arrangement of the components so as filter out non text components and mark the boundaries of the
text regions.
Shiva kumara et al[9] proposed an edge based technique for text detection in images with text present
in the horizontal direction. The frame was segmented into 16 non over lapping blocks. Mean and
median filter and edge analysis was used to identify the candidate text blocks. Using block growing
method, the complete text block was obtained. Finally based on the vertical and horizontal bar feature
, the true text regions are detected. In shiva kumara et al[10],filters and edge analysis were used for
initial text detection. The straightness and cursiveness edge features were used for false positive
elimination.
Text detection using a cascade Adaboost classifier with HOG and multi scale local binary pattern
feature was proposed by Pan et al[10].Text localization was done using window grouping technique.
Within each located text line,local binarization is done to extract candidate CCs and non text CCs are
filtered using Markov Random field model and MLP in order to get the final text line.
2. Texture based approaches: Texture based approaches use distinctive properties of the text that
separate them from the background. The techniques based on Gabor filters, Wavelet, FFT, spatial
variance etc. can be used to detect the texture properties of a text region in an image. These
approaches are used in complex background and expensive.
Connected component based approaches are fast and good for images which have high contrast texts
and plain background just like methods in the document image analysis. To improve the performance
of text detection mixture of texture based and region based approaches are used.
Zhaon et al. [11] used wavelet transform and sparse representation with discriminative dictionaries for
text detection. Shivakumara et al [12,13]also used haar wavelet in both the works. In [14] they also
used color features along with Wavelet-Laplacian method to detect text. Shivakumara et al [15] used
wavelet median moment feature with k means clustering to obtain text pixels.
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The wavelet transform is used in different fields such as image processing, signal processing, video
compression and so on. In the frequency domain an image is decomposed into different components
and computed with low pass and high pass filters and by one dimensional discrete waveform
transform (DWT) an image is divided into two parts that is coarse and detailed information. The
texture features are extracted from discrete wavelet transform.

III.

PROPOSED APPROACH

The proposed approach consists of four steps. In the first step, we propose a idea of convolving
Laplacian with wavelet sub-bands at different levels in the frequency domain to enhance text pixels
through a fusion concept, which results in multi-spectral fusion. The fused images are subjected to
fuzzy k-means clustering to classify the Candidate Text Pixels (CTP). Since video and natural images
are complex and text has large variations in font, font size, colour, orientation, etc., conventional
methods such as the non-fuzzy k-means clustering, the Max-Min clustering method and the adaptive
thresholding technique do not work well. The reason is that the conventional k-means clustering
produces inconsistent results because of random guess selection for clustering, the Max-Min
clustering method is not accurate enough due to the lack of discriminations between text and non-text
values, and the adaptive thresholding technique does not give good results because it is hard to decide
threshold values dynamically for different situations.

Input image

Multi-Spectral Fusion for Candidate Text Pixel Detection

CTP

sMSER for Text Candidate Detection

CTR

Mutual Nearest Neighbour Clustering For Seed Cluster Detection

Seed Clusters of Text Detection

Symmetry driven nearest neighbour for arbitrary text detection
Fig5: Flow chart of proposed approach

We prefer to use fuzzy K-means clustering, which classifies text and non-text pixels based on the
probability of either text or non-text pixels with a membership function but not direct values. It is
noticed that Laplacian helps in distinguishing text pixels as it gives high positive and negative values
for text pixels and low values for non-text pixels. In the same way, Fourier in the frequency domain
provides high coefficients for text pixels and low coefficients for non-text pixels. Therefore, we
propose to combine Laplacian with wavelet sub-bands for better enhancement because wavelet subhttp://www.ijsrms.com
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bands have both low and high pass filters, while Fourier behaves either as a low pass or a high pass
filter to eliminate noisy pixels in text detection. To tackle the problems of multi-size and multicontrast texts, we combine Laplacian with wavelet sub-bands at different levels through fusion.
For candidate text pixels, we explore Maximally Stable External Regions (MSER) to group the
candidate text pixels into text regions. MSER has been successfully used for classifying text and nontext components in the past but in this work, we propose to modify MSER as sMSER along with
Stroke Width Transform (SWT) to cluster candidate text pixels as text regions, which we call
Candidate Text Regions (CTR). Later we introduce Mutual Nearest Neighbour Clustering (MNN) for
the CTR image to group candidate text regions that belong to the same text line. The proposed
approach compares the geometrical properties of CTR before grouping them into a single one. The
output of this step is said to be seed clusters that represent a text line. Sometimes, this step may
eliminate text components due to mismatching. So in the further step, we present a new symmetry
driven nearest neighbour process for each seed cluster to restore missing text clusters, which results in
a full text line of any orientation. The symmetry is defined as the distance between two nearest
neighbouring components.
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT):
In numerical analysis and functional analysis, a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is any wavelet
transform for which the wavelets are discretely sampled. As with other wavelet transforms, a key
advantage it has over Fourier transforms is temporal resolution: it captures both frequency and
location information (location in time).
Types of DWT :
 Haar wavelets
 Daubechies wavelets
 The dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DℂWT)
 undecimated wavelet transform

Fig6: Flow diagram of Laplacian-Wavelet sub-bands at different levels for candidate text pixels.

Properties of DWT: The Haar DWT illustrates the desirable properties of wavelets in general. First,
it can be performed in
operations.
 It captures not only a notion of the frequency content of the input, by examining it at different
scales, but also temporal content, i.e. the times at which these frequencies occur.
 Combined, these two properties make the Fast wavelet transform (FWT) an alternative to the
conventional fast Fourier transform (FFT).
 Due to the rate-change operators in the filter bank, the discrete WT is not time-invariant but
actually very sensitive to the alignment of the signal in time.
Fuzzy k-means clustering:
k-means clustering is a method of vector quantization, originally from signal processing, that is
popular for cluster analysis in data mining. k-means clustering aims to partition n observations
into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean, serving as
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a prototype of the cluster. This results in a partitioning of the data space and it uses cluster centres to
model the data. k-means clustering tends to find clusters of comparable spatial extent.
Given a set of observations (x1, x2, …, xn), where each observation is a d-dimensional real vector, kmeans clustering aims to partition the n observations into k (≤ n) sets S = {S1, S2, …, Sk} so as to
minimize the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) (sum of distance functions of each point in the
cluster to the K centre). In other words, its objective is to find:
Where μi is the mean of points in Si.
sMSER: CTP of the input frame still contains some non-text candidate pixels due to background
complexity. To eliminate such non-text candidate text pixels, we propose to explore MSER(Mean
Square Error) along with the stroke width property because it is true that MSER is a successful
approach for studying the characteristics of connected components, especially for text detection and
recognition in video and natural scene images. However, the use of MSER for the whole image is not
advisable because it sometimes largely misclassifies non-text components as text ones due to complex
background and low resolution. This leads to poor performance. To avoid this problem, we apply
MSER for only the candidate text pixels. Since CTP is a binary image and MSER requires gray
information, the proposed approach extracts gray values in the input image corresponding to the
candidate text pixels in the CTP image. Even then, conventional MSER still gives poor results
because of background colour variations within character components. Therefore, we perform a mean
filter operation over the gray values of the input image that correspond to the edges of the CTP in the
CTP image. This operation smoothens edges irrespective of multiple colours in a single component.
In other words, it is a simple averaging filter, which performs 3×3 mask operations for every pixel in
the CTP image. The output of smoothing is considered asthe input for MSER, which we call sMSER.

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We evaluated this proposed approach on the images for near about 20 scene images and about 20
images for mixed document images. All the images of the natural scene and document images were
captured using a digital camera under different luminosity conditions. It is evident from the results
that the performance of the proposed algorithm is satisfactory on both types of images.

Fig 7 ( a)
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Fig 7 (c)

Fig 7 (d)

Fig 7 (e)

Fig 7 (f)
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Fig 7 (g)

Fig 7 (h)
Fig 7 a)input frame b) Text extraction c)eMSeR natural scene data d)cropped text image
e-f-g)proposed approach results h)character segmentation

Precision =

Recall =

V.

Correctly localized textsx 100
Correctly localized texts+False positives
Correctly localized texts
Correctly localized texts+False Negatives

x 100

CONCLUSION

Text localization in a natural image with complex background is a difficult, challenging and important
problem. In this paper a novel method is proposed for text detection and localization using wavelet
based features of edge images corresponding to input natural scene images. The proposed method
uses Discrete wavelet Transform, Fuzzy K clustering and laplacian for segmenting and classifying the
text regions. The proposed method has yielded the precision and recall rates of 78.4% and
88.24%respectively.The localized text regions may contain multiple lines of text of different scripts
that need to be segmented for character extraction, which will be considered in future work.
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